
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning 
 

11:00 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. 
 

 
11:00 -11:15 a.m.  Vision III  v3 Tools™ converts video into structured data 
   
   Vision III has developed the v3 Tools software suite that automatically converts  
   video imagery into structured geolocated data in real-time.  v3 Tools is a  

 mathematical engine that exploits full motion (streaming) video (FMV) and wide 
 area motion imagery (WAMI) datasets.  v3 Tools detects, tracks, locates, counts, 
 classifies, labels scene objects, and generates image chip sequences without any 
 human intervention, and creates a database of this information and attributes 
 (color, motion, speed etc.).  In addition, v3 Tools can provide real-time extracted 
 video information to GIS applications like Esri’s ArcGIS Pro via TCP or JSON data  

   sockets.  The v3 Tools database can be formatted, and objects of interest can be 
   extracted from video frames for training ML and AI applications. 
 
11:15-11:30 a.m. GeoSpark Analytics AI-Driven Global Threat and Risk for the GIS Community 
          
   Geopark Analytics’ Hyperion AI-engine automates global event detection, activity 
   level anomaly detection, and stability assessments and forecasts.  The AI engine’s 
   API is now feeding these data sources and analytics to US Federal Government  
   clients as Esri-feature layers.  This presentation will discuss how that information 
   is created and how federal users from healthcare workers to military planners are 
   taking advantage of the data 
 
11:30-11:45  Figure Eight Federal Training Data for Scalable GeoAI- Lessons Learned and  
      Best Practices from Our Work with Federal Customers 
 

 Nothing moves in machine learning without training data. Figure Eight Federal 
 (F8F) provides solutions to create, curate and build machine learning training data 
 at massive scale. Our open, secure cloud and dedicated offerings currently meet 
 any potential AI/ML customer where they are, and accelerate the integration and 

   adoption of AI/ML into mission systems and workflows. Between our work at the 
   DoD as the authoritative training data platform for Project Maven, and our joint  
   (Esri and F8F) win at the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center, we will discuss how  
   Esri and Figure Eight Federal have worked successfully together this past year, and 
   how we envision we can grow together to expand the adoption of Esri’s platform 
   and capabilities across multiple verticals and domains. 
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https://www.esri.com/partners/vision-iii-imaging-i-a2T5x000006QjOKEA0
https://www.esri.com/partners/geospark-analytics-i-a2T5x000006QjM1EAK
https://f8-federal.com/
https://f8-federal.com/
https://www.esri.com/partners/vision-iii-imaging-i-a2T5x000006QjOKEA0
https://www.esri.com/partners/geospark-analytics-i-a2T5x000006QjM1EAK


 
 
11:45 a.m - 12:00 p.m. Descartes Labs  Empowering Remote Sensing Analysts - Global Scale  
      Derivatives via ArcGIS 
    
   Government agencies face challenges delivering global scale, actionable   

 intelligence into the hands of domain experts supporting the mission. Descartes  
 Labs and ArcGIS provide a seamless and efficient process to access massive  
 imagery sources and deliver valuable insights into the hands of the users that  

   need them most. 
 
12:00 p.m. - 12:15 p.m. TBA    TBA 
 

https://www.descarteslabs.com/
https://www.descarteslabs.com/
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